Candy Bar Quiz
candy quiz questions - cfkcdn - candy quiz questions . questions: 1. what were the four original
flavors of life savers as introduced in 1921? 2. who created the first, mass-produced candy bar? 3.
what candy has the slogan, "it melts in your mouth, not in your hands?" 4. this candy bar was
included in u.s. soldiers' rations during world war ii? 5.
the candy bar personality test - live and learn early ... - the candy bar personality test to
administer this test, you can either give out the candy bars when people enter the room by asking
them which one they relate to or you can read the list and ask which one (pick only one) and after all
participants have identified you can ask them to form groups and then walk around reading the
descriptions.
candy connection description sheet - candy connection description of program: candy ice breaker
game: once the entire group is in the room i will walk around with a bowl of candy and ask them to
take between one and three pieces. following that we will go around the room and they have to say
their name and a fact about themselves that matches up with the amount of candy they took.
match up the clues on the left with the candy on the right. - ebabyshowergames 1. breast
feeding 2. twin babies 3. hospital bill 4. baby boys' names 5. contractions 6. triplets 7. poopie diaper
8. baby's eyes
printable candy trivia questions and answers - candy a-z - 1391. the great british food quiz
(sweet) - 1231. cutoff candy logos. the logo quiz cars game was designed by bubble and candy logo
app developers, which have several other successful quiz games. in this game, there. like the other
printable quizzes, the answers are provided on a separate sheet. candy quiz questions are all about
...
the candy bar game  baby shower answer key - the candy bar game  baby
shower answer key clue answer/candy bar contractions or 11 pound baby whoppers grandparents or
epidural lifesavers boy's name mike & ike umbilical cord twizzlers father sugar daddy baby fat
chunky girl's name baby ruth use your eyes look cover baby's face with these hershey's kisses
hospital bills or college fund 100 grand time alone zero lull-a-byes symphony
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